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Training Dogs Online
Where every dog should begin, in order to succeed!

Welcome to TDO!

This program was created to help dog owners
learn everything they need to create a happy,
resilient and obedient dog.

Most clients assume that you need a
professional dog trainer physically in your
home in order to learn how to train your dog
or puppy. What if we told you that you really
don't, in fact, you will not only have more
success training your own dog, but you will
build an even better relationship with them
than you ever thought possible.
We have combined all of our dog training secrets and jam packed them into
Training Dogs Online. The course will take you through 8 units in the comfort
of your own home, at your own pace with protocols and tutorials designed to
help you train your dog with ease. There's no need to worry, we will be there
with you every step of the way analyzing your video submissions, answering
your questions and we even offer weekly Zoom calls in case you need a little
extra guidance. The support you receive through the community we have
created will help give you confidence, keep you on track and feel supported
through your ups and downs.
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MOTIVATION
We believe in using our
dog's daily rations of food
as a motivator for training.
A motivated dog is
happier and easier to
train. Treats come and go,
but real motivation is
forever!
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Engagement

clear
communication

Teaching dogs the
importance of focus, work
ethic and how rewarding
it is to remain engaged
and listen.

Using a consistent
language we can mark
behaviours we like and
behaviours we dislike. This
allows us the opportunity
to "talk" to our dogs and
have them understand.

FOUNDERS
Cher Wood of Street
Wise Canine and
Melissa De Decker of
The Dog's Paw.
Combined we have
over 20 years of
experience training
dogs!

THE COST
Only $300+HST for
LIFETIME
MEMBERSHIP.

WHAT YOU NEED
This course is
operated via a
private Facebook
group and Zoom.

DISCOUNTS
Ask about our
referral program!
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What You Will Learn:

We believe that having a solid
foundation of obedience is the key
to not only preventing behaviour
issues but resolving them as well!
The program will cover the following:
Our one of a kind Marker Training
Language.
Focus on handler.
Basic Obedience (Name
Recognition, Place, Sit, Down &
Recall).
Advanced Obedience (Leave It, Out,
Proper Greetings, Loose Leash
Walking)
Puppy Basics (crate training, house
training, preventing resource
guarding, mouthing/nipping and
biting) Check out
www.trainingpuppiesonline.ca for
our FREE Puppy Help Centre.

Mat Training (how to capture and
reward relaxation).
Behaviour Modification (how to
understand and begin resolving
unwanted behaviours).
Collaborative Care (how to
condition your dog to willingly and
eagerly accept necessary handling).
How to use Play to motivate and
train your dog.

What Clients Are Saying

"This course is amazing. The expertise and information that Cher and Melissa re providing is beyond
anything I could have hoped for in an obedience class. And it is more than an obedience class, it's
learning how to develop a strong, clear relationship with your dog. Their responsiveness kindness and
approach to providing all the information we need is astounding. I can't say enough great things about
this course. I am recommending it to everyone I know who has a dog whether it's a puppy or an adult."

Breeder Referral Program

Congratulations, you've been referred to TDO by an amazing breeder who
cares about the training and well-being of the puppies they produce. Mention
**UNIQUE BREEDER REFERRAL CODE** when signing up and we will give you
25% off of lifetime membership to Training Dogs Online!

